
Until the establishment of the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) in 1985, 

the counterintelligence activities of the U.S. Navy were conducted under the auspices of the 

Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI). While this counterintelligence function was fairly well 

established in the period following World War II, what lessons can be drawn by examining 

the development of ONI's counterintelligence mission in the period prior to the beginning of 

that war?  Jeffrey Dorwart, in his seminal work on ONI in the interwar period, Conflict of 

Duty, states that striking a balance between ONI's security and positive intelligence functions 

was a significant dilemma for ONI, which lacked the resources to successfully perform either 

mission through most of its history.  Specifically, he concludes the security mission was 

especially difficult for "professional line officers ... [as] measures to afford internal security, 

counterespionage, and surveillance required investigative, political, and even legal expertise 

well beyond the scope of a naval officer trained at the U.S. Naval Academy."
1
  By examining 

ONI's early history, the development of the  

counterintelligence mission, and illustrating problems facing ONI's counterintelligence 

efforts through two case studies, it will become apparent that Dorwart's contention is 

valid. Some of the difficulties ONI had in accomplishing its counterintelligence mission 

were not unique; rather, they represent perennial problems in counterintelligence such as 

the lack of investment in counterintelligence and intelligence during periods of peace, the 

need for an effective operational security (OPSEC) program, development of a cadre of 

trained and dedicated counterintelligence professionals, and effective oversight over 

counterintelligence operations to ensure civil liberties are protected during 

counterintelligence investigations and operations. 
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FOUNDING OF ONI 

 
ONI was founded as a division of the Bureau of Navigation in July 1882 in 

response to the need for an organization within the naval staff to "collect, compile, 

record, and correct information" necessary for planning naval operations and developing 

new classes of naval weapons and warships.
2
  While intelligence in many forms had 

entered the Navy Department since its inception, prior to the formation of ONI there was 

no central repository for the collection and dissemination of this information.  In addition 

to collating available information and analyzing it, ONI established a more systematic 

means of collecting intelligence through the issuance of standardized intelligence 

collection forms, which were to be filled out by units on deployment, and the 

establishment of attaché positions in Europe and Asia.  The first and most important of 

these attaché offices was the American Legation U.S. Naval Attaché (ALUSNA), 

London, which was established soon after the formation of ONI.  By the early 1900s the 

system was expanded to include U.S. naval attaches credentialed in all the major capitals 

of Europe and Latin America as well as Beijing and Tokyo.  In the 1880s, these attaches 

had easy access to information as all the major powers were willing to share information 

with the U.S., given the fact the U.S. Navy was considered non-threatening and many 

countries were hoping to enter into trading arrangements with the Americans.  As 

tensions in Europe increased in the 1890s, information became more difficult to obtain at 

a time when investments in intelligence lagged behind the increasing requirements for it.  

ONI’s effectiveness was also hampered by the lack of a professional cadre of intelligence 

specialists in its ranks.  This personnel problem would be a recurring one for ONI up 
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through World War II, since a viable naval career depended on performance in the 

operational navy, not in filling what most saw as a glorified librarian position back in the 

second tier of the Navy Staff bureaucracy.
3
 

 

THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR 
 
 

The first major challenge for ONI occurred during the 1898 Spanish-American War.  

The origins of ONI's counterintelligence functions can be traced back to this conflict.  The 

war brought a significant expansion in ONI's analysis and collection capabilities as greater 

resources were dedicated to the Navy for the war effort.  Funds were provided to attachés, 

who developed agents that could provide insight into Spanish naval capabilities and 

operations as well as information on Spanish espionage activities against the U.S..  The major 

difficulty with these agents was the dissemination of information, both from the agent - who 

might be operating in hostile territory – to his case officer and from the case officer back to 

ONI and ultimately to the fleet.  Despite these difficulties, ONI did have some successes 

during this period.  For example, even though ONI lacked a formal counterintelligence 

mission and organization, its personnel were able to work Canadian officials to neutralize a 

Spanish agent network in Canada which was providing disinformation that had been making 

its way into intelligence reporting.
4
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WORLD WAR I AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ONI'S 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ROLE 

 

Build-up to War 
 
Following the Spanish-American War, there was a precipitous decline in 

resources allocated to naval intelligence.  This boom-bust cycle in funding for 

intelligence was a recurring theme for ONI in the years preceding World War I.  As 

Admiral Ellis Zacharias, in his book Secret Missions, noted, intelligence was difficult 

work requiring persistent effort and an "aspect of the complex problem which should be 

emphasized is the practice of intensifying our intelligence after the outbreak of 

hostilities, while allowing them to languish during times of peace."
5
  In addition to the 

paucity of funds available for collection operations, ONI became increasingly concerned 

with OPSEC, noting the increasingly aggressive activities of foreign attachés on U.S. 

soil but lacking the resources and authority to investigate their activities or to establish 

strong information control policies to curtail their access to sensitive information.
6
  

While intermittent attempts were made to improve ONI's situation from 1900 to 1916, 

substantial improvement in its capabilities would not occur until the U.S. entered the 

Great War. 

 
World War I 

 
As with the Spanish-American War, significant resources were made available to 

ONI during World War I and the organization was finally given the policy tools needed to 

broaden its collection and analysis missions.  Additionally, ONI was given new security 

functions,  responsibility for tracking and monitoring foreign vessels, naval base and 
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industrial plant security, and the authority to investigate "suspicious individuals in the 

vicinity of Navy piers, wharves, docks, warehouses, etc.," and "the presence, identity, and 

activities of enemy agents, citizens, or subjects."
7
  The challenges created by these new 

security roles, challenges such as the lack of trained personnel and standardized procedures, 

would become recurring themes for ONI over its next 35 years.  To meet the challenge in 

World War I, the ONI staff reorganized to provide oversight and direction to the new 

security function and established a District Intelligence Office (DIO) in each of the Navy's 

thirteen Naval Districts.  The DIOs were authorized to use a wide range of sources to gather 

information on security threats and enemy espionage efforts to include other government 

agencies, businesses, private citizens, and, if necessary, "private secret service agencies," 

like the Pinkerton Detective Agency.
8
 

The requirements levied on the DIOs were extensive and fulfilling the mission 

required more personnel than were available in the active force.  To accomplish their 

mission, the DIOs turned to reservists and "patriotic" citizens to assist them as informants 

and to provide the manpower to conduct surveillance operations on suspect individuals 

and organizations.  In addition to surveillance, ONI agents engaged in wiretapping, mail 

covers, and investigations of a suspect's bank accounts to develop domestic intelligence 

on foreign espionage agents and subversive elements in American society.  Each naval 

district was allowed to pursue its counterintelligence role in its own manner and the lack 

of standardized procedures created difficulties.  First, personnel engaged in 

counterintelligence analysis and operations were not trained to do so and, while some of 

the assets used by the DIOs enjoyed the cloak and dagger operations, they had little 
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patience for the persistent effort needed to ferret out a network of agents or to develop the 

hard evidence needed to convict a person of espionage.
9
  Second, in their zeal to protect 

the naval establishment, ONI investigators acted on spurious leads and expanded their 

focus beyond subversives and enemy aliens.  Factory owners and "patriotic" citizen 

groups provided DIOs tips on "subversives" who were often nothing more than laborers 

agitating for better working conditions or pacifists who disagreed with U.S. policies.  The 

aggressive tactics used by some DIO agents in investigating these individuals and, in 

some cases, having them arrested and held in prison with no substantive charges against 

them, led both the Justice Department and the Navy leadership to voice concerns about 

ONI's activities.
10

 

Despite these problems, ONI and the DIOs worked effectively with other 

government departments, most notably Justice, State, and Customs, to develop and follow 

leads on suspected foreign government agents.  Overseas, ONI naval attaches were also 

effective at cooperating with allied intelligence agencies.  Intelligence on security leaks 

and the activities of German intelligence were shared among the allies and U.S. naval 

attaches reestablished a robust array of agents, particularly in neutral countries, to collect 

positive intelligence and to gather information on German intelligence activities.
11

  While 

ONI's record during World War I was mixed, on the whole the organization fulfilled its 

intelligence and counterintelligence functions adequately.  The Great War irrevocably 

altered ONI, creating a situation where the organization would need to balance two 

distinct, but closely related missions.  Maintaining this balance during the resource 
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constrained post-war period would constitute another major challenge for ONI. 

 

THE INTERWAR PERIOD 

 

Over the next sixteen years, ONI's counterintelligence efforts would continue to be 

hampered by lack of resources, untrained personnel, improper investigations, and poor 

OPSEC practices in the Navy.  From 1918 to 1920, the ONI budget was cut and the 

headquarters staff was reduced from 300 personnel to 24.
12

  While the new Director of 

Naval Intelligence (DNI), Captain Albert Niblack, and the Secretary of the Navy 

(SECNAV), Josephus Daniels, both wished to return ONI to its prewar state, since ONI's 

counterespionage mission constituted "war activities... not previously recognized as 

legitimate functions of that office," no moves were made to reduce ONI's security 

responsibilities in the post-war period.
13

  To perform its security mission, ONI retained its 

network of DIOs, but many of the problems inherent in that system continued through the 

1920s and 30s.  DIOs had a myriad of responsibilities and these overtaxed officers still 

used reservists and private citizens to assist them in conducting their investigations.  Due 

to lack of training, the quality of the counterintelligence efforts in each district was uneven.  

Additionally, each district communicated with ONI directly so there was little real-time 

sharing of domestic intelligence among the districts.
14

  Besides concentrating their efforts 

on subversives and aliens, particularly the Japanese, ONI directed the DIOs to focus their 

investigations on communists, socialists, labor unions, and pacifist societies, which were 

seen as the major internal threats to the naval establishment.  As in World War I, ONI 
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investigators and volunteer operatives, acting on ONI's behalf, continued to engage in 

questionable, if not illegal, investigative practices in pursuit of their leads.
15

  

Poor Navy OPSEC practices and policies also contributed to difficulties in 

developing a comprehensive counterintelligence program during this period.  Throughout 

the 1920s and 30s, ONI had no effective authority to establish classification guidance, a 

situation which did not change until the mid-1930s.  Individual bureaus within the Navy 

staff could set their own policies; a situation which led to significant compromises of 

sensitive information, to include the inadvertent leaking of top secret blueprints, war plans, 

details on ship trials, and codes. Problems also persisted with foreign attachés who, due to 

lax State Department regulations, were able to move freely throughout the country to 

aggressively pursue their collection missions.
16

 

In 1934, President Franklin Roosevelt placed renewed emphasis on improving the 

naval establishment and the new DNI, Captain William Puleston, used the influx of 

resources to retool ONI into a more effective intelligence and counterintelligence 

organization. Rear Admiral Zacharias remembered this period as a "fresh breeze" that ran 

through the offices of ONI and believed Puleston's tenure was a major turning point in the 

history of the organization.
17

  While Puleston's reforms were a sea change in ONI 

counterintelligence activities, leading to a more professional counterintelligence force, 

problems still existed.  For example, Puleston was a virulent anti-communist and, while the 

threat of an international communist conspiracy could not be discounted during this period, 

Puleston's concerns in this area bordered on the obsessive and he dedicated significant ONI 
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resources to countering potential communist subversion.
18

  Still, Puleston was able to 

professionalize ONI's counterintelligence activities by centralizing control of DIO covert 

security operations, setting standards for surveillance and the employment of agents, and 

streamlining the flow of information to and from the Naval Districts.
19

  Changes in policy 

also enabled ONI to be more aggressive in the tracking and monitoring of foreign attachés 

and the State Department became more receptive to expelling foreign diplomats who 

engaged in espionage.
20

  During this period, ONI agents conducted aggressive operations 

against Japanese engaged in espionage; operations so successful that Rear Admiral 

Zacharias would later recall that by 1937 ONI "had a fair idea of the scope of Japanese 

Intelligence in the United States.. .[to include] the layout and the particular subjects and 

objects in which they were interested.”
21

  A review of two of the cases that gave ONI 

substantial insight into Japanese intelligence activities in the U.S., the Thompson and 

Farnsworth cases, will illustrate both the strengths and weaknesses of ONI's 

counterintelligence efforts just prior to the start of World War II. 
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THOMPSON AND FARNSWORTH 

The Thompson Case 
 

On 14 July 1936, Brien McMahon, the Assistant Attorney General of the United 

States, wrote a letter to then SECNAV, Claude A. Swanson, detailing the FBI's involvement 

in investigating Harry Thomas Thompson, a former Navy enlisted man who had been 

convicted of espionage in a Los Angeles court after four minutes of jury deliberation just 

nine days prior.  Attached to McMahon's letter were copies of the 30 investigative reports 

filed by the FBI agents involved in the case.  While facts about this case were recorded in 

popular accounts of World War II and pre-war spy activities in the United States, the 

special agent reports provide additional insights into the case that have not been previously 

published and which highlight some of the endemic problems with ONI's 

counterintelligence efforts.
22

  To illustrate these deficiencies, a brief history of the case will 

be provided, followed by an assessment of ONI's strengths and weaknesses in conducting 

this counterintelligence investigation. 

Thompson had enlisted in the Navy in 1919 and served as a Yeoman until he 

received a bad conduct discharge in 1927.  He was released from active duty while serving 

a tour in his hometown of Baltimore.  Following a four year stint in the Coast Guard, 

Thompson drifted to the West Coast, eventually setting up residence in Los Angeles.  He 

had a reputation as a heavy drinker, although not much is known of his activities until1933, 
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when he offered his services to spy for the Japanese.
23

  Thompson's case officer was a 

Toshio Miyazki, a language student at  

Stanford, later determined to be a Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) in the Japanese Imperial 

Navy, working directly for Captain Tamon Yamaguchi, the Japanese Naval Attaché in 

Washington, DC.
24

  In August 1934, Thompson took in a homeless 17 year old named 

Willard James Turntine, who eventually became an accomplice of Thompson in his 

espionage, at one point attending a meeting between Thompson and his case officer, 

Miyazki, known to Turntine as "Tani."  The true extent of Turntine's involvement in 

Thompson's espionage efforts is unknown as the published accounts do not discuss his 

participation in espionage and the statements he made to ONI and FBI investigators were 

contradictory.
25

  Still, all the accounts agree that at some point in February 1935 Turntine 
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decided to turn Thompson in and, while Thompson was out of town, Turntine persistently 

harangued the staff for the Commander-in-Chief U.S. Fleet (CINCUS) aboard the USS 

Pennsylvania until he received permission to speak with the CINCUS, Admiral Joseph M. 

Reeves.  When he received his audience, Turntine told a tale about a former Navy man he 

lived with in Los Angeles, Thompson, who was always flush with money yet seemed to 

have no regular employment.  Turntine stated he became curious about his roommate's 

livelihood.  Eventually he discovered Thompson was dressing up as a Chief Petty Officer 

and then boarding naval ships in San Diego, Los Angeles, and San Francisco where he 

would either pose as an inspector or as a Yeoman from another ship.  Once he had gained 

access to sensitive documents and publications, he would then purloin these documents so 

he could sell them to the Japanese.  Turntine stated he had confronted Thompson about his 

espionage and was threatened by Thompson, which was why he was now turning his friend 

into the proper authorities.
26

 

Rather than turn Turntine's evidence over to the DIO for the Los Angeles Naval 

District, Admiral Reeves had his Chief of Staff contact Lieutenant Junior Grade (LTJG) 

Cecil H. Coggins, an obstetrician at the Naval Hospital who had a fascination with espionage 

activities.  He had written a highly persuasive report on how the Japanese were using their 

fishing fleet off the West Coast to collect intelligence on the movement and disposition of 

U.S. naval units in the Pacific.
27

  This report had impressed Admiral Reeves, who called on 
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LTJG Coggins to investigate the Thompson matter.  Although Coggins eventually began 

working for ONI, his actual level of involvement in this case is unknown.  It appears he 

initially verified Turntine's story by examining sensitive documents that Thompson had 

hidden in his apartment and he conducted surveillance on Thompson, watching him don a 

fake Chief Petty Officer's uniform, boarding a Navy ship, and leaving with sensitive 

materials.
28

  Shortly after this, LTJG Coggins turned his information over to the Los Angeles 

Naval District DIO and the case was taken over by Lieutenant (LT) A. H. McCollum and LT 

H. E. LeBarron.  Turntine was told to continue his activities with Thompson and the ONI 

agents used him as an informant.  Turntine provided the investigators with a letter from 

"Tani" and the investigators were able to match the handwriting to Miyazki by reviewing 

records of Japanese language students studying English in the Los Angeles and San 

Francisco areas.
29

  From February to March 1935, the ONI investigators continued to use 

Turntine as an informant and began surveillance of Thompson and Miyazki, observing at 

least one exchange of information and money in Thompson's apartment.
30

  During this 

period, a general warning was issued to the fleet to be leery of individuals soliciting 

information or attempting to obtain documents, which apparently curtailed Thompson's 

access to classified material.
31

  ONI investigators also obtained evidence against Thompson, 

such as a letter from "Tani" urging Thompson to be cautious because "[i]f they have the 

slightest suspicion upon you, that is the end," a four page document Thompson wrote titled a 
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"Brief Outline of my Services in connection with the Japanese Government," and a 

resignation letter Thompson wrote as he feared his lack of access to classified material was 

due to a leak, possibly from Turntine.
32

 

On March 20, 1935, Thompson was taken in for questioning by ONI investigators and 

the Los Angeles Police Department, as ONI investigators had no arrest authority during this 

period.  ONI investigators questioned Thompson for hours and the FBI later reported that 

"[a]pparently the method of interrogation... was rather strenuous ... and…Thompson is said to 

have given LeBarron complete information as to his espionage activities.”
33

  Turntine was 

also brought in for questioning.  What is missing from all the published reports examined 

concerning this case, however, is that the ONI investigators then turned Thompson and 

Turntine, getting both to accept roles as double agents.  Thompson's role as a double agent 

also accounts for inconsistencies in the published accounts concerning the timing of his 

initial apprehension by ONI operatives and his actual indictment for espionage, explaining 

the nearly one year gap between the two events.  While Thompson was turned against the 

Japanese, Turntine was apparently targeted on communist organizations in the Los Angeles 

area.  Fearing for his life after two weeks of working for ONI, Turntine left the area, 

eventually returning to his hometown of Sweetwater, Texas.
34

 Thompson, however, worked 

against the Japanese from March through at least July 1935. During this period or soon after, 

it appears Miyazki left the country as Thompson was ordered to see the Japanese Naval 

Attaché in Washington, Captain Yamaguchi, by a Mr. T. Hori, an official with the Japanese 

consulate in Los Angeles.  Thompson was allowed to leave the Los Angeles area despite the 
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fact neither LT LeBarron nor LT McCollum was completely confident that Thompson was 

actually working for them.  While in Washington, Thompson met with Yamaguchi, who 

directed him to another meeting in Harrisonburg, Pennsylvania.  There he received $1,000 

and orders to conduct unspecified intelligence collection operations in New York City, 

presumably the same type of operations he ran on the West Coast.  During this period, he 

bought a new Pontiac coup and, on a visit to his sister in Baltimore, he bragged about his 

espionage activities for the Japanese.  It is unknown what Thompson actually did between 

about August and December of 1935 but he eventually returned to Los Angeles.  In 

December 1935 he reestablished contact with LT LeBarron, who promptly had Thompson 

arrested as there was an outstanding warrant on him for grand theft in connection with a radio 

he had stolen in Los Angeles before he left for Washington in July 1935.
35

   

ONI then called in the FBI as they wanted Thompson prosecuted for espionage.  The 

FBI was able to indict Thompson on lesser charges of impersonating an officer and obtained 

a conviction for that offense in March of 1936, which kept Thompson in jail while the FBI 

continued their investigation.  At this point, the Attorney General, Peirson Hall, wrote to the 

SECNAV as he had grave concerns about indicting Thompson on espionage charges.  There 

were four main issues.  First, other than the few pieces of material evidence obtained by 

ONI's agents, the FBI agents investigating the case determined that "[m]ost of the 

information given ... by LeBarron and McCollum ... was of a general nature, containing for 

the most part opinions and conclusions.  Most of it was of an irrelevant nature.”
36

  Second, 

that the ONI investigators on the West Coast felt an indictment of Thompson would be 

impossible as it would "involve the introduction of evidence ... furnish[ed] by Thompson ... 
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of secret naval information" in court, a concern which persists in espionage cases to this 

day.
37

  Third, while Turntine's statement alone would be enough evidence to indict 

Thompson, Hall felt it was 

somewhat doubtful ... a conviction could be obtained. [Since] It appears that officers 
of the Naval Intelligence Service, following their apprehension of Thompson in 
March 1935, made promises to him, direct or implied, that if he worked for the U.S. 
Naval Intelligence in obtaining information about the Japanese espionage activities, 
his past activities for the Japanese government would be overlooked and forgotten; 
and that from that time until June of 1935, Thompson operated ostensibly gathering 
information for the United States Naval authorities.

38
 

 
Fourth, Thompson's case officer, Miyazki, had been allowed to leave the country so it 

would be impossible to obtain evidence from the other half of this espionage ring.
39

  Despite 

these difficulties, the SECNAV requested that Hall indict Thompson, which led to his 

conviction in July of 1936 on espionage charges and a fifteen year prison sentence.
40

  

The Thompson case clearly illustrates some of the difficulties with ONI's 

counterintelligence efforts that Dorwart addresses in his book, Conflict of Duty.  First, there 

was an obvious lack of standardized procedures in the different naval districts.  Rather than 

refer the Thompson case to the DIO directly, CINCUS decided to entrust this case to an 

amateur, albeit a highly competent one, indicating a lack of established procedures as to what 

should be done with an espionage case.  Also, while the investigators in Los Angeles Naval 

District did not bring the FBI in on this case until they decided to terminate Thompson as a 

double agent, other naval districts had strong working relationships with the FBI and would 

ask for FBI assistance from the very beginning of their investigations.  Second, ONI's 

investigator's, however well meaning, lacked both experience and training, a factor 

highlighted by the FBI as their actions jeopardized their case against Thompson.  LeBarron 
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and McCollum appeared to run the Thompson case as a counterespionage operation, showing 

more interest in using Thompson against the Japanese than in making an ironclad case 

against him for espionage.  (Although it is possible, given their lack of training and 

experience, that they honestly believed they had collected enough evidence to convict 

Thompson and had done so in a legal manner.)  So, the mistakes they made in the collection 

of evidence against Thompson are understandable to some extent given their focus on using 

Thompson as a means to examine Japanese espionage operations on the West Coast.  The 

fact they allowed Thompson to leave their control, even when they suspected he might still 

be working for the Japanese, demonstrates that LeBarron and McCollum were also 

inexperienced in running counterespionage operations.  Third, the lack of effective OPSEC 

policies in the Navy.  Not only did Thompson penetrate numerous ships and obtain hard 

copies of sensitive documents, he also gathered significant amounts of intelligence by 

frequenting bars used by sailors in the West Coast ports where he spied and getting the 

service members he found there to divulge classified information by plying them with drinks.  

Fourth, the Thompson case illustrates a lack of coordination between the Naval District DIOs 

and ONI headquarters.  While Thompson was on the East Coast in 1936, LeBarron and 

McCollum had no insight into his activities and it is unknown whether his activities were 

monitored by any of the East Coast districts in which he may have operated.  Also, the 

question posed by the Attorney General to the SECNAV concerning the potential revelation 

of classified material in a courtroom showed a disconnect between the Los Angeles Naval 

District and the Navy Department concerning policy in this case.  While the Navy 

Department was in favor of prosecuting Thompson, officers from the Los Angeles Naval 

District appeared to be offering FBI investigators reasons why the Navy would never agree to 

try Thompson.   

                                                                                                                                                        
 



 

The Farnsworth Case 

During the same period, while Thompson was spying for the Japanese on the West 

Coast, the Japanese were running another agent on the East Coast who also happened to be a 

former Navy man.  John Semer Farnsworth was a charismatic and personable former officer 

who was enjoying a successful naval career until he was cashiered from the Service in 1927.  

Farnsworth had graduated from the Naval Academy in 1915 and in 1922 he transferred to 

naval aviation, obtaining an advanced degree in aeronautics from the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology.  He was known as a heavy drinker who threw lavish parties for his wife and 

her friends, who were from a rather high social circle.  In 1927, Farnsworth, who was a  

Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) in charge of an aviation squadron in Norfolk, was court-

martialed and dismissed from the Service for borrowing money from one of his enlisted 

members, refusing to pay the money back, and using intimidation in an attempt to get the 

service member he borrowed from to keep quiet about the affair.
41

  Due to the circumstances 

of his departure from the Navy, Farnsworth was unable to gain employment in another 

government job and it appears he held no steady job after 1927.  He was frustrated by this 

turn of events and reportedly resented the Navy for effectively blackballing his future 

prospects in civilian life.  In the early 1930s, Farnsworth offered his services to a number of 

countries - Russia, China, Japan, Peru, Brazil, and Argentina.  Farnsworth hoped that he 

could parlay his knowledge of U.S. naval aviation into some quick cash but none of the 

countries he approached were interested.  At some point, most likely in 1932, he went back to 

the Japanese.  While uninterested in the technical knowledge he possessed, they were 

interested in his ability to gain additional information and eventually recruited him as a spy.
42

 

While it is unknown when Farnsworth actually began his espionage career, he 
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actually came to the attention of the DNI, Captain Puleston, in 1934.  Farnsworth was 

visiting an old friend, LCDR Leslie Gehres, who worked on the ONI staff.  While 

Gehres was out of the room, Farnsworth took a copy of The Service of Information and 

Secuity, a classified publication, from Gehres desk.  Later in the day, Gehres noticed the 

book was missing and began a frantic search for it, eventually calling Farnsworth to see 

if he had it.  Farnsworth acknowledged that he had "borrowed" it to read up on the latest 

in tactics and stated he would return it in the morning.  Gehres, relieved, wrote up a 

report of this incident which Puleston read.  Puleston called for a dossier ONI had on 

Farnsworth and discovered he had recently reappeared in navy social circles and was 

reported to be flush with cash.  The DNI also determined that Farnsworth had been 

contacting former associates in the Navy and querying them about tactics and sensitive 

technical data.  After discovering this, Puleston had a message drafted warning all naval 

officers to avoid speaking with Farnsworth about naval matters.  Puleston also requested 

that the FBI assist his ONI investigators with examining Farnsworth's activities.
43

 

Farnsworth's next mistake occurred in 1935.  While visiting a former classmate, 

LCDR Mather, and his wife at their house in Annapolis, Farnsworth began asking a 

number of probing questions, particularly about the capabilities of the Navy's newest 

destroyer, the USS Baddlitt, which was at anchor in the Chesapeake Bay, off Annapolis.  

When LCDR Mather left the room, Farnsworth pleaded with his wife, attempting to get 

her to use her influence to get him some information.  She refused and, when 

investigators came to discuss Farnsworth's visit with the Mather's after his departure, she 

said Farnsworth appeared to be under significant pressure and it was obvious he was 
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drinking heavily.
44

   The investigation on Farnsworth began in earnest.  His bank 

accounts were checked.  Even though he lived in an expensive hotel in Washington DC, 

the New Willard, and was known to travel frequently, investigators could not determine 

the source of his income.
45

  ONI and FBI investigators also placed a wiretap on 

Farnsworth phone at the New Willard and conducted surveillance on him.  If Farnsworth 

was involved in espionage, the wiretap and surveillance failed to detect him contacting a 

case officer from a foreign government.  Investigators looking at the Japanese Naval 

Attaché also discovered that he was depositing checks beyond his regular pay at a 

Washington DC bank and was withdrawing these extra amounts in large bills, hundreds, 

which were the same denomination of bill that Farnsworth was frequently flashing 

about.
46

 

Throughout 1935 and 1936, the investigators kept examining Farnsworth's life.  

While there still appeared to be no direct contact between Farnsworth and a case officer, 

investigators did find additional pieces of evidence that pointed to Farnsworth's 

espionage activities.  For example, investigators went around to Photostat businesses 

throughout the Washington DC area and employees at some of these places were able to 

identify pictures of Farnsworth, stating he was an officer in the Navy who frequently 

came to their shops to copy documents that appeared to have something to do with naval 

matters.  The FBI also assisted ONI by tracing Farnsworth's movements, which showed 

he had been visiting a number of Navy towns - Annapolis, New York, Boston, 

Philadelphia, and Norfolk - and that he always stayed at the same hotels in these towns, 

sometimes under an assumed name.  By examining the phone records of the hotels 

Farnsworth stayed in, investigators were able to determine that, while on these trips, 
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Farnsworth would make near daily calls to a number that was traced to the Japanese 

Naval Attache'.
47

 

The published sources are unclear as to when Farnsworth was actually arrested 

but it appears he read the initial reports concerning the Thompson case, which appeared 

in the press in March of 1936, with great interest.  Given the amount of attention that 

was focused on him, it was unlikely he was obtaining much useful intelligence for the 

Japanese and he was terminated as an agent by the Japanese Naval Attache', Captain 

Yamaguchi, sometime in 1936.  Desperate for funds, in July of that year he contacted 

Fulton Lewis, Jr., a reporter with the Universal News Services, and requested $22,000 

for exclusive rights to his story.  Farnsworth told Lewis he had infiltrated a Japanese spy 

ring and he was now ready to either work as a double agent or expose the ring and 

hopefully be reinstated in the Navy on the merits of his initiative in discovering the 

Japanese espionage agents.  Lewis listened to Farnsworth's story and asked him to come 

back the next day as he would have to speak to someone at a higher level to authorize the 

required funds.  After Farnsworth left, Lewis reported his conversation to the authorities 

and Farnsworth was arrested.
48

  Farnsworth's case went to trial in early February, 1937.  

He pleaded nolo contendere to the charges, which included giving the classified 

publication, The Service of Information and Security, to the Japanese and providing his 

handlers details on carrier operations and sea trials and "the firing pattern and accuracy 

of every vessel in the United States Navy.”
49

  Although Farnsworth attempted to change 

his plea, citing government pressure forced him to make the nolo contendere plea, a 

judge rejected his request and sentenced him to from four to twelve years in prison for 
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espionage.
50

 

In contrast to the Thompson case, the Farnsworth case was handled in a much 

more professional manner another indication of the inconsistency in procedures and 

standards among the various naval districts.  The early involvement of both the FBI and 

the Washington DC Metropolitan Police ensured evidence against Farnsworth was 

collected properly and provided ONI an additional source of manpower with which to 

conduct surveillance and interviews.
51

  The relative ease with which Farnsworth was 

able to gain access to various military commands, where he successfully solicited and 

stole classified information, demonstrated the same serious problems with OPSEC that 

were apparent in the Thompson case.  In an after action report written to the Chief of 

Naval Operations (CNO), Admiral Leahy, on 16 March 1937, Captain Puleston 

illustrated two significant problems brought to light by the Farnsworth case.  First, he 

noted that when officers "have had experiences with persons trying to obtain confidential 

and secret information illegitimately, these officers have not made adequate written 

reports," citing the fact that numerous officers had contact with Farnsworth from 1933 to 

1935 but only two reports were written on his attempts to obtain classified information.
52

  

Second, there was definite laxness of security "throughout the naval establishment" as 

"personnel... have ... not made use of all available means ... in safeguarding important 

naval data and information of a secret or confidential nature."
53

  He encouraged the CNO 

to issue strong guidance on OPSEC, which Leahy did the next day, directing all Navy 
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commands to report any contact attempts involving the solicitation of sensitive 

information and ordering commands to forward copies of these reports to ONI 

immediately.
54

  Following these events, Puleston moved on from the DNI position.  

While there were still significant problems with ONI's counterintelligence operations, as 

evidenced by the Thompson case, Puleston is to be credited with reinvigorating ONI at a 

crucial period in its history.  The officers who worked for him held him in high regard 

and the seeds he sowed during his tenure would better prepare ONI for the challenges it 

faced now that war was on the horizon. 

 

ONI COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 1937-1940 

 
Although problems still existed, and would continue to exist, with ONI 

counterintelligence operations, the Thompson and Farnsworth cases were seen as a turning 

point of sorts.  In a 9 March 1937 letter from Captain Puleston to Admiral A. J. Hepburn, 

CINCUS, Puleston recounted a tale about a naval enlisted man named Oliver Albert 

Kirkeby, who was stationed aboard the USS Milwauke.  Earlier in 1937, a LCDR Omae, of 

the Japanese Navy, a language student in San Francisco, had his house robbed.  Papers from 

his house ended up in a neighbor's trash and, on reading the papers, the neighbor contacted 

the authorities as the papers appeared to concern espionage activities.  In examining the 

documents, the local authorities notified the naval district and the DIO's investigators 

determined some of these documents were letters from Kirkeby to Omae, in which Kirkeby 

offered his services as a spy. ONI investigators conducted a thorough investigation, the 

results of which led Puleston to conclude "as far as I [Puleston] can determine... contact 

between Kirkeby and Japanese agent or agents has ceased because of the recent trials for 
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espionage."
55

  So, it appears by 1937 there were improvements to ONI's counterintelligence 

capabilities.  ONI and the Navy leadership had identified and taken action to address the 

Navy's OPSEC difficulties, by issuing more effective OPSEC policies, and news of 

successful counterintelligence operations were now having a deterrent effect as well. ONI's 

ability to detect and neutralize the activities of foreign intelligence services, particularly the 

Japanese, was also developing during this period.  While not a substantial number, at least 

fourteen ONI officers received investigative training from the FBI from 1936 to 1939.
56

  In 

addition to this small effort to build a more professional investigative force, ONI operatives 

were also running sophisticated operations to detect and neutralize foreign intelligence 

operations in the United States.  Three of these incidents are worth recounting in some detail 

as they demonstrate the seriousness with which some of the dedicated officers assigned to 

ONI took this function. 

As previously mentioned, Admiral Ellis Zacharias was an officer who made a 

successful career in naval Intelligence. He was adept at languages and did a tour with the 

Naval Attaché offices in Tokyo and Beijing, which he believed gave him a solid 

understanding of the Japanese mindset.  During the mid-1930s, the Navy leadership became 

aware that the Japanese Naval Attaché’s office in Washington DC was directing agent 

operations throughout the country.  They directed ONI to do what they could to shut down 

the attachés and the agent network they were running but Zacharias and the leadership at 

ONI made a persuasive case to leave the Japanese Naval Attaché alone, so they could 

institute a strict surveillance of him and his associates.  In this way, they could determine the 

extent of his network and then use that network to feed the Japanese disinformation.  
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Through operations like these, and breaks like the Thompson case, ONI investigators 

established that Japanese language students were acting as case officers and that places such 

as the Japan Tourist Bureau were merely fronts for the collection of intelligence.
57

 

By monitoring the Japanese Naval Attaché's activities, investigators discovered that 

a Miss Sakanishi, an employee of the Library of Congress, was actually one of Captain 

Yamaguchi's agents.  She had a relationship with a naval officer and ONI used this 

relationship to run an operation against Yamaguchi's network.  Miss Sakanishi was told by 

her naval officer friend that he had to travel to Davenport, Iowa with some sensitive 

materials.  Miss Sakanishi relayed this information to Yamaguchi, who dispatched a LT 

Ohmai to travel to Davenport.  Knowing Ohmai had a strong interest in pursuing 

relationships with attractive women, ONI sent the naval officer to Davenport with a "lady 

friend."  Ohmai stayed in the same hotel as the officer and the lady.  Soon after their arrival, 

Ohmai introduced himself to the lady and spent time with her while the naval officer was 

away from the hotel.  While the naval officer was away one day, a day when he "forgot" his 

briefcase, the lady invited Ohmai to the room she shared with the officer.  Ohmai "found" 

the naval officer's briefcase and she allowed him to examine it.  What Ohmai did not know 

was that ONI operatives were going through everything in his room while he was occupied 

by the lady and the planted materials.  What they found in his room was the Japanese 

"shopping list," the list of intelligence requirements the Japanese were providing to their 

case officers.
58

  While written approximately ten years after the fact, Admiral Zacharias' 

account of this event and its significance is worth quoting at length as it demonstrates the 

firm understanding of counterintelligence that he, and presumably his contemporaries, 

possessed.  In evaluating the episode, Admiral Zacharias said:  
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From the point of view of counter-intelligence and also for a variety of operational 
reasons it is always of vital importance for us to know what we call the "shopping 
list" of prospective enemy intelligence services. With that we can better safeguard 
those particular secrets which we know interested aliens or their agents are anxious to 
obtain. Secondly, the knowledge of the enemy's intelligence objectives reveals to our 
operational agencies the orientation of the enemy's high command and permits an 
estimate of their intentions.. ..And finally, the opponent usually reveals his own 
deficiencies.

59
 

 
ONI used this information to determine where the Japanese were most likely to 

target their efforts.  For example, they knew from this list the Japanese had a keen interest 

in the Navy's new 8 inch gun.  Shortly after the LT Ohmai incident, the Japanese 

approached a low level factory worker in the factory producing the 8 inch gun and 

requested his assistance.  The worker reported the incident and ONI investigators told 

him to work with the Japanese and they would provide him the materials they wanted.  

ONI began feeding disinformation to the Japanese through the factory worker, who was a 

successful double agent for ONI.
60

 

Finally, ONI investigators were aware Captain Yamaguchi was receiving 

intelligence from his network but they were uncertain how it was leaving the country.  

While use of the Japanese embassy, with its secure communications and the capability to 

send diplomatic pouches, was the most logical transmission point for materials headed 

back to Japan, ONI suspected Yamaguchi might have an alternative means.  This 

suspicion was heightened by reports from the cleaning women and other people who had 

visited Yamaguchi's apartment at the Alban Towers in Washington, who noted there were 

two rooms in the apartment which were always locked, rooms in which the blinds were 

always drawn.  To determine what was in these rooms, Zacharias worked with the Alban 

Towers management and, over a period of weeks, he had his men cut the power to 
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Yamaguchi's apartment for short periods of time.  When he was ready to begin his 

operation, Zacharias invited Yamaguchi and his staff to a dinner at his home in honor of 

the attaché.  Two low level Japanese embassy employees remained behind in 

Yamaguchi's apartment while he and his entire staff departed for the dinner.  Soon after 

leaving, the ONI agents again cut power to the room, this time for an extended period.  

The Japanese left in the apartment called the front desk, who notified them two 

electricians would come up to see what the problem was.  Two of the ONI investigators, 

dressed as electricians, were let into the apartment and used flashlights to investigate it.  

They convinced the two men there to let them in the locked rooms, telling them they 

suspected the problem was in one of those spaces.  They were able to ascertain there was 

no communications equipment in either room, leading them to conclude that all coding 

and communications took place in the Japanese embassy.  Once satisfied with their 

exploration of the rooms, the ONI investigators had the power restored to the apartment 

and the Japanese were apparently unaware of the investigation.
61

 

While these accounts are based on Zacharias' memoirs, which are most probably 

slanted to show his actions in the best possible light, his version of events is consistent 

with others written at the time.  His memoirs reveal a man with a well developed and very 

modern perspective as to the role of intelligence and the need for a strong 

counterintelligence program.  Although true, as Dorwart points out, he and other ONI 

investigators used aggressive and, at times, illegal tactics to conduct their operations, it 

needs to be remembered that this was a different period in American history and it is 

doubtful any of America's investigative organizations, from the FBI down to the local 

police forces, played completely by today's standards with regard to protecting civil 

liberties during investigations.  If Rear Admiral Zacharias' claim concerning the extent to 
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which ONI had mapped and manipulated the Japanese espionage network in the U.S. is 

true, then it is clear ONI had developed into a more professional and effective 

counterintelligence organization by the end of the 1930s.  ONI was viewed by the 

President as a necessary component of a comprehensive effort to improve domestic 

security in America.  In 1939, President Roosevelt signed a memo placing responsibility 

for "the investigation of all espionage, counter-espionage, and sabotage," into the hands 

of the FBI, the Army's Military Intelligence Division (MID), and ONI, further tasking 

these organizations to form "a committee to coordinate their activities.”
62

 

Under this new presidential mandate, ONI counterintelligence activities escalated 

and continued to increase throughout the war years.  Plans were initially made in 1939 to 

create a Naval Intelligence Investigative Service as a separate branch of ONI with 209 

personnel.  This idea was scrapped later that year but the additional investigators were 

spread among the naval districts.  Efforts were also made to recruit professional civilian 

investigators but this plan fell through as ONI could not afford to pay an adequate civilian 

salary.  To solve this problem and improve the professionalism of the investigative force, 

ONI hired naval reservists with investigative experience.
63

  ONI continued to cooperate 

with the FBI on investigations and, in 1939, the two organizations succeeded in 

neutralizing a German spy ring that had stolen numerous secrets, including the Norden 

bombsight.  In that year, they also disrupted a small Soviet espionage network.  The FBI 

also took on a greater role in training ONI agents and information sharing between the 

FBI, ONI, and the MID increased during this period.  In 1940, ONI leadership also began 

issuing more detailed procedures and standards for the naval districts and issued guidance 
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as to the use of informants.
64

  While significant improvements were made, ONI did 

continue to cross legal boundaries in its zealous pursuit of foreign spies and subversives.  

For example, the DNI during this period, Rear Admiral Walter Stratton Anderson, 

essentially created a civilian, secret investigative force that reported directly to him and 

that operated in the vicinity of New York City.
65

  On the whole, though, ONI was better 

postured to conduct its counterintelligence mission at the beginning of World War II than 

at any point in its history.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Although ONI was founded in 1882 as an organization to collate and disseminate 

naval intelligence, by World War I it had taken on additional responsibilities for 

counterintelligence and security for the naval establishment.  These added responsibilities 

created a tension between the two missions within ONI, an organization that already had 

inherent difficulties based on the turnover rate of its personnel, the general lack of interest 

in intelligence matters by the naval officer corps, and the inconsistent funding ONI 

received throughout the period examined.  What ONI discovered was that a successful 

counterintelligence effort depended on dedicated and trained personnel as well as a 

significant commitment in resources.  From World War I through 1934, a resource 

constrained ONI was forced to use whatever assets it could secure to accomplish its 

security function, which meant relying heavily on volunteers, whose involvement could 

sometimes lead ONI down questionable paths.  During this period, ONI's efforts also 

suffered from inconsistent procedures and standards among the naval districts responsible 

for domestic security.  While the DIO network could be a powerful tool, the lack of 
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horizontal connectivity among the DIOs and the lack of standardized procedures from 

headquarters led to situations where ONI operatives acted as mavericks, missing 

opportunities to coordinate with other naval districts or other government agencies that 

could have aided them in their security functions.  In 1934, as more resources were 

devoted to intelligence and national security priorities, ONI, under Captain William 

Puleston, began a transition to a more professional and effective counterintelligence 

organization.  While problems still persisted, by 1940 ONI was designated as one of the 

main counterintelligence organizations responsible for domestic security.  The added 

resources that came with this designation provided ONI with the funds needed to train and 

establish a cadre of agents to work the counterintelligence problem.  Added to this, 

changes in policy that standardized procedures across the naval districts were made and 

ONI was given greater control over OPSEC policy, a key means of ensuring information 

security for the Navy Department. The cumulative effect of these actions was to 

significantly improve the Navy's ability to deter, detect, and neutralize the activities of 

foreign intelligence agencies operating in the United States on the eve of World War II. 
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